This article presents the first collection of French Winograd Schemas. Winograd Schemas form anaphora resolution problems that can only be resolved with extensive world knowledge. For this reason the Winograd Schema Challenge has been proposed as an alternative to the Turing Test. A very important feature of Winograd Schemas is that it should be impossible to resolve them with statistical information about word co-occurrences: they should be Google-proof. We propose a measure of Google-proofness based on Mutual Information, and demonstrate the method on our collection of French Winograd Schemas.
Introduction

Winograd Schemas
Anaphora resolution depends on many factors from different linguistic levels. For example, grammatical role, number, gender, syntactic structure, phonological stress, distance between the referent and the anaphor and world knowledge all play a role. However, in automatic systems for anaphora resolution, rich semantics (world knowledge) is not often used. State of the art systems on the coreference task (Clark and Manning, 2016; Wiseman et al., 2015, i.a.) rely mostly on grammatical features, string matching features and some lexical semantic information (e.g., WordNet (Miller, 1995) , named entities, or distributional semantics).
Winograd Schemas 1 , as proposed by Levesque et al. (2011) , form a special anaphora resolution challenge, because they cannot be resolved without a reasoning about world knowledge. A Winograd Schema is formed with a sentence containing an anaphor, along with a question about its antecedent and two possible answers (1). The correct answer should be obvious for a human.
(1)
Nicolas could not carry his son because he was too weak . Who was too weak ? R0 : Nicolas R1 : his son
The first sentence contains a word or an expression (labeled special) which can be replaced by another word or expression (alternate) in such a way that the sentence still makes sense, but the right answer to the question changes. For example in (1) if the special word 'weak' is replaced by 'heavy' (both in the sentence and in the question), the correct answer to the question is no longer R0, but R1. This property ensures that nothing in the overall structure of the schema prevents any NP to function as a possible antecedent.
According to this definition, for each Winograd Schema we get in fact two (related) questions (that we also call items in the rest of this paper). Levesque et al. (2011) underline that the type of knowledge needed to resolve Winograd Schemas could be characterized as thinking, or reasoningsee also Levesque (2014) . The idea is that Winograd Schemas cannot be resolved with only grammatical, or statistical information, nor any other non-semantic feature often used in standard coreference resolution systems. So in particular, the schemas should not be resolvable by typing the question and the answers into a search engine, such as Google, or by doing any obvious statistic test on a corpus. This feature is called Googleproofness. For instance, the item (2) is probably not Google-proof, because it is imaginable that "Galaxies are spread all over the universe" gets more Google hits than "Astronomers are spread all over the universe.".
Google-Proofness
(2) 2 Many astronomers are engaged in the search for distant galaxies. They are spread all over the universe . What are spread all over the universe ? R0 : the astronomers R1 : the galaxies On the other hand, for humans, Winograd Schemas should be obvious to resolve. Consequently, human performance should be near 100%. Indeed, Bender (2015) found a 92% success rate for humans on the English collection.
Test for Artificial Intelligence
Winograd Schemas can be seen as a difficult test of artificial intelligence. Indeed, Levesque et al. (2011) proposed the Winograd Schema Challenge (WSC) as an alternative to the Turing Test (Turing, 1950) -according to which a successful artificial intelligence system should be able to convince a human judge that it is human by conversing with him or her. In addition to the fact that resolving Winograd Schemas requires sophisticated reasoning, Levesque et al. (2011) argue that they overcome two majors issues of the Turing test. The first issue is that in order to pass the Turing test, a computer has to pretend to be human, in order to give human-like answers to questions like "How old are you?" or "Do you like chocolate?". The capacity to imitate a human behavior is in this respect orthogonal to the question of intelligence. The second issue of the Turing Test is the format of free conversation, which allows a system to use strategies to avoid answering difficult questions, for example by changing the subject, or making a joke. Winograd Schemas on the other hand, force the system to answer and do not allow evasive behavior.
State of the Art
In 2016 the first Winograd Schema Challenge was organized (Morgenstern et al., 2016) . The task consisted of a pronoun disambiguation problem inspired by the format of Winograd Schemas. Liu et al. (2016) submitted the winning system. It was based on unsupervised learning upon common sense knowledge bases and performed at a 58% success rate. After the WSC took place, the same group elaborated their system further, so that it was able to even attain a 66.7% success rate. It should be noted that the items that were used for the challenge were slightly different from the schemas that we have presented above: the items were not built in pairs through a common schema, and there were sometimes more than two antecedent candidates (3). As a consequence the baseline (chance level) for pronoun disambiguation problems was lower than 50% : 45% according to Liu et al. (2016) . (3) Mrs. March gave the mother tea and gruel, while she dressed the little baby as tenderly as if it had been her own.
As if it had been: tea / gruel / baby
Whereas the state of the art established by Liu et al. (2016) is much higher than the baseline, the result is still very far from the near 100% expected human score. Other systems that were not submitted to the competition can be found in literature; they often concentrate on a subset of schemas for which they developed a strategy for which we don't know how well it would generalize to the complete collection (Bailey et al., 2015; Schüller, 2014; Sharma et al., 2015 , i.a.).
Our Contribution
Since the anaphora in the WSC can only be resolved with world knowledge, working on Winograd Schemas is an excellent way to develop models with rich semantic representations. We decided to provide a first collection of French schemas to encourage the development of these types of model for the French language. Having a French collection of schemas also enables more crosslinguistic comparison. Today there is a collection of 144 schemas for English that has been entirely translated into Japanese and 12 of the English schemas have also been translated into Chinese 3 , but no documentation about the translation/adaptation method is provided. Our collection is also translated (or, rather, adapted) from the English set. We will say a few words about the adaptation process below.
While working on the adaptation of the English set, we also wanted to take seriously the constraint that Winograd Schemas should be Google-proof and therefore checked that our schemas were not (too) sensitive to simple statistical information. We developed a simple method that uses corpus statistics to see if one of the two answers is more likely to be the correct one. We show that our method is not able to get a good score on the collection of schemas as a whole, even though certain items are more sensitive to statistics than others and if carefully selected, could rise the theoretical baseline score of 50% by 4 to 5 %.
Collection of French Schemas
Our collection contains 107 Winograd Schemas, which yields 214 questions. We based our set of French Winograd Schemas on the English collection of Levesque et al. (2011) . We started by trying to translate the English version. This was challenging, because the schemas are only valid if they contain an anaphor with the same number and gender as the two possible answers. For example, for an item like (4), we cannot use a direct translation, as the word 'hair' in French (cheveux) is plural, while 'drain' (siphon) is singular.
The drain is clogged with hair. It has to be [cleaned/ removed].
If the straightforward translation was not available, we tried to find another word that met the gender and number criteria, for example in (4) we replaced 'hair' with 'soap' (savon).
A second problem was that a literal translation could make one of the two versions of the schema ambiguous. Consider (5) with the alternate word indiscreet . The French translation for 'indiscreet' is indiscrète. It turns out that in French une personne indiscrète -besides a person that reveals things that should stay secret -can also be somebody who tries insistently to find out what should stay secret, that is, a nosy person. In the French version of (5) we therefore changed the alternate to bavarde (talkative).
Susan knows all about Ann's personal problems because she is [nosy/indiscreet].
We always privileged the most natural sounding solution and avoided long translations. Every item had to be validated by three native speakers of French. First, two interns translated the English schemas into French. Second, a third intern validated and improved the collection. And in the end, the entire collection was validated by the authors. Items that we could not find a solution for were excluded from our final set.
All our 107 Winograd Schemas can be freely downloaded from the following webpage: http: //www.llf.cnrs.fr/winograd-fr. Every schema has a reference to the English schema it was translated from or inspired by.
Test of Google-Proofness
By Google-proofness we understand that there should be no obvious statistical test over text corpora that will reliably disambiguate the anaphor of an item correctly (Levesque et al., 2011) .
Although we translated our schemas from the English collection of Levesque et al. (2011) that were at least partially checked to be Google-proof, we wanted to investigate further if obvious statistics does not help to solve our items. We therefore defined a simple statistic test based on Mutual Information.
Mutual Information
Mutual Information is a concept from Information Theory (Shannon and Weaver, 1949 ) that measures the mutual dependence of two random variables. Mutual Information can be used to measure word association: when two words x and y are mutually dependent, the probability of their cooccurrence P (x, y) will be higher than the probability of observing them together by chance : MI (x, y) will be positive (equation 1). (Ward Church and Hanks, 1990) MI (x, y) = log 2 P (x, y) P (x)P (y)
To test the Google-proofness of our schemas, for each question we measured the Mutual Information between the lexemes of the answers and the special, or the alternate. For example in the first item of (6), we measured MI between sculpture and encombrer andétagère and encombrer (7). The simplest way to exploit these scores is to choose the answer which maximizes MI scores, so here for instance R1, which turns out to be the correct answer. However, the difference between the two scores, which ranges from .01 to around 10 in our data set, is likely to be, in some cases, too small to be reliable.
Therefore we introduce various thresholds of minimal difference between MI scores. We vary the threshold from 0 to 4 and observe the impact on accuracy.
Applicability of the measure
It should be noted that many items, in the original set as well as in ours, have proper nouns as possible answers (8). This in itself should ensure Google-proofness since cooccurrence frequencies of proper nouns with lexical nouns is likely to be random. In our set 44 schemas are of this sort, but we have decided to include them in the scores. An important aspect of our method is that it requires that there be a way to extract the words between which MI is to be computed. This method is in fact based on the comparison between the two possible answers. For instance, with (6), the two possible full answers for the question formed with the special word are:
• the sculpture was too cluttered (R0, special) • the shelf was too cluttered (R1, special) while the two possible answers for the question formed with the alternate word are:
• the sculpture was too heavy (R0, alternate) • the shelf was too heavy (R1, alternate)
In such a case, it is obvious to find the pairs of words for which we want to compute MI .
However, some schemas do not offer the same possibility. Consider (9). In this case, since the answers do not include the special/alternate word, the pair of possible answers is exactly the same for both questions derived from this schema. So any MI score that could be computed are going to be the same for both questions, to which the correct answers are by construction different. We haven't included the 30 items of this sort in our scores. (9) In the middle of the outdoor concert, the rain started falling, [and/but] it continued until 10. What continued until 10? R0 : The rain R1 : the concert
We have 107 schemas in our collection, which yields 214 questions. 30 items were removed for the reasons we have just exposed, and 2 more schemas were removed because the possible answers R0 and R1 comprise the special/alternate words. All together, we measured Mutual Information for 90 schemas (180 items).
Probability Estimation
To estimate Mutual Information we used unsmoothed frequency counts from FrWaC, the French version of Web as a Corpus (Baroni et al., 2009) , which is a corpus of 1.6 billion tokens from the .fr domain of the Internet. If the answers, the special, or the alternate were formed by multiple words, we took the frequency counts of the lexical head. Except in a few special cases, we measured the frequencies of lemmas rather than word-forms. We used a fixed corpus and not the Google search engine because the counts on Google are not stable in time and also optimization algorithms could alter the counts (Lapata and Keller, 2005) .
Results
In Table 1 we can see the accuracy of the statistical method based on MI for different thresholds of difference in the scores of the two answers. Out of the 180 items we considered, 49 items could not get a score, because either one of the words did not appear at all or the coocurrence was not found in the corpus.
One should keep in mind that answering at random would give an accuracy around 50%. So the accuracy we get when no threshold is applied (55%) is clearly not satisfactory, and suggests, as we expected, that using any difference in MI scores is very similar to answering at random. The accuracy score reaches 70% however for a threshold of ∆ 2.5, which is much better, but then the number of items to which the method applies is drastically small, namely less than 15% of the items.
The curves on Figure 1 plot accuracy and coverage as given in Table 1 , along with another measure, that we call success rate. It is the theoretical accuracy that we would get by answering at random for items for which the MI difference is be- low the threshold, and using the MI difference for items for which it is above the threshold. We can see that this success rate never goes over 55%.
Discussion
Our collection as a whole seems to be Googleproof. Using Mutual Information as a strategy to resolve the schemas, we could not exceed a score of 55% success rate on the entire corpus, whichever threshold we used. However, there are a few cases where Mutual Information can be helpful (when the difference is high enough), which might still bring an improvement to a WSC system and one can easily imagine more sophisticated methods that would do better. However, we would like to underline that we chose specifically not to use a sophisticated method. According to the concept of Googleproofness, Winograd Schemas should not be resolvable by obvious statistics. This raises the question where the boundary between obvious and smart statistics lies. For example, can we consider that a method such as word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) falls into the category of obvious statistics? Because we are not sure, we do not make the claim that the collection would resist any statistical test. But we are confident that it resists statistical test Figure 1 : Results of the statistical methods based on Mutual Information. 'Accuracy' is the number of correct answers for the questions for which the method applies, while 'coverage' corresponds to the number of correct answers divided by the total number of questions. 'Success' is the theoretical success rate that would obtain a strategy consisting in using mutual information for the questions for which the ∆ is over the threshold, and replying by chance for the other questions.
of the same level of simplicity as our mutual information measure.
Conclusion
Winograd Schemas, often referred to as a new Turing test, form an interesting AI problem. The schemas represent anaphora resolution problems that can only be resolved by rich semantic representations. To encourage research on the problems Winograd Schemas pose, we developed the first French Winograd Schema Collection. We investigated if our schemas could resist an obvious statistical method of resolution based on Mutual Information. It appeared that our collection is robust: only a small gain of 4 to 5% could be obtained by using the method.
